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An awesome month for 
club get-togethers & shar-
ing knowledge including a 
well-attended club meet-
ing with Tim Jones giv-
ing a good overview of 
the KHPA League rules; 

this year’s parachute repack organized by Dredg-
ie, with Greg Emms giving a first class presenta-
tion & demo and packing technical support, 
with delicious pasties for lunch (sponsored by 
Crantock Bakery); and a packed XC workshop on 
sea-thermals, given by sensei Phippsy. Graham 
also found the time to give a talk on competi-
tion flying to the South Devon Hang Gliding and 
Paragliding Club this month. Credit all round to 
the KHPA club! Also a few classic flying days this 
month, and it looks like Spring has now arrived - 
pictures to follow.

Mark

The monthly meeting sorted out a few things 
and dealt with the official stuff efficiently be-
fore moving into the  “Monthly Matter” which 
was presented by Tim J and outlined how and 
what would score points in the KHPA XC league.  
Good to see Tim in professional teacher mode 
but fortunately he specialises in junior classes 
meaning we could all keep up.  Plenty of social 
chat too and good to see some old faces back in 
the room. Congratulations to Mark AS on win-
ning the photo comp and winning himself a cal-
endar for 2018 :)

The Parachute repack went ahead (report else-
where) and a Big thanks to Steve D for organis-
ing and getting a fantastic deal on the Pasties, 
guess you get a new job.......

Last but not least Part one of the “XC Workshop” 
kicked off  (another report elsewhere) and proved 
both popular and fun with plenty of input from 
those present and a transfer of ideas and experi-
ences   being discussed. Looking forward to the 
next one but more importantly to putting it into 
action.

Enough looking back, lets look ahead, the clocks 
have gone forward so evening flying is a real 
possibility which should see a few more hours of 
airtime being clocked up.  We plan another “XC 
Workshop” this time looking at Thermalling tech-
niques (how to thermal) and How to get away at 
Carn Brea, date and timing to be announced.

Finally I am heading up to visit the South Devon 

Chairman’s Chat

Three months in and still 
not quit, things are look-
ing positive.  Despite an 
unimpressive month as 
far as flying weather goes 
the club has been pretty 
active with three get to-

gethers going ahead and well-attended.



Club on Thiursday 30th to do a chat on what 
Competition flying can offer in developing your 
skills so if you fancy coming along just let me 
know, all welcome.

Thats it, fly safe have fun and if you have any-
thing that you feel need looking at that can help 
or improve the club (and its members) and fly-
ing in Cornwall put them forward and we can see 
where they lead us.

Phippsy

Inspections and ‘fluffing’ of the reserves revealed 
a few 10 year ‘tin’ anniversaries and I think may-
be even a ‘crystal’ anniversary!! Shame though 
it is to break those flying relationships up new 
reserves are on the way for some and Gregg’s 
simple porosity test proved the point well.

The pasties were superb this year, even the veg-
gie ones and a big thank you must go to Cran-
tock Bakery just up the road in Indian Queens 
for a their support, also thank you to everyone 
who attended for getting involved, being enthu-
siastic, oh and getting the tables ready for Bingo 
afterwards… ;0)

Ill be discussing the proposed coaches course 
again at the next meeting and would like an idea 
of numbers to see if its going to be viable for us, 
so have a think about it and let me know at the 
meeting please.

Go high Go long

Dredgie

Coaches Corner 3
 
Spring is looking like its 
sprung, if the rain is anything 
to go by and Bev has moved 
back onto her Pitch at Chapel 
Porth ‘ATC’, so it must mean

that a new season of flying has arrived.

In preparation for this we have had the first of 
the XC and Sea Thermaling workshops and the 
annual re pack. Mark S and Phippsy did the XC 
Workshop so I’ll let them write that one up.

The  2017 Re pack was very well attended, almost 
to well in fact. We had 21 attendees, made up of 
old and new faces, some nearly as old as their 
reserves !!!

This year we had the use of Fraddon Village Hall, 
a great venue actually with good facilities and an 
all important Pasty warmer.

Gregg Ems, gave a very informative presentation 
and re-pack Demo, he only told me after that we 
were his first group using the new presentation, 
hastily finished at 01:00 that morning!! thankfully 
not the first with the re-pack demo though.

The presentation highlighted the ‘if you’ve got 
it….throw it’ principle and the importance of ‘its 
never to low to throw’, besides it gives you some-
thing else to think about as the planet rushes up 
at you.

This year we were all managed to deploy our re-
serves with no issues other than a couple buck-
ets of the finest Pyla Sand pouring out care of 
Me and Paddy.

March News
New Monthly Club Meeting Time

The vote carried to change the starting time 
of monthly meetings to 19.30. Members may 
choose to arrive for 19.00 to mix and mingle.

Morvah Grazing

The east face of Morvah cliff is now being grazed 
by ponies for the summer. The rules as agreed 
with the site owner must now be followed as 
stated in the site guide.  -Chris Holmes 

Paramotoring Interest?

Anyone with more than a passing interest is 
welcome to contact Fergi if they want to have a 
chat about the in’s-and out’s of Paramotoring - 
and if they are interested in taking it up, he will



refer them to Phippsy for training/conversion.

Also, ‘Parafest’ is a paramotoring and paraglid-
ing festival at the end of June…a few in the club 
are going, and it may be of interest to others.

Adventure Sport Trophy goes to Phil

The 2016 Adventure Sport Trophy was awarded 
to Phil Lyons for his excellent Chairmanship and 
contributions to the club. 

UK XC Trophy goes to Ollie

BPRA pilot Ollie Clothier was at last cornered 
by Tim (at the XC Workshop) and awarded our 
club’s UK XC Trophy for 2016 (photo courtesy of 
Alan Knight.) He was well chuffed.

Flying Again After Ops

Both Nigel Waller and Dredgie are now flying 
again after major operations - having been frus-
trated by sitting on the side-lines while others 
have enjoyed the air. Great to hear this news.

Pilot Ratings?

If you are thinking about your pilot ratings (im-
portant for your pilot progression for lots of rea-
sons, including flying XC) let Dredgie or any of 
the coaches know, and they will look at running 
pilot lectures for you.

New Eco-Winch Powered by Kaz

Graham has reported a new eco-winch for the-
free-flying community, powered by Kaz.

XC Workshop 2

The first XC Workshop held 2 weeks after the 
March club meeting was on sea thermals. The 
next workshop (date to be confirmed) will cover 
thermalling techniques and flying at Carn Brea 
among other things. Instructive videos are wel-
come as a point of discussion.

From March’s Flying
Mark Smith was sucked into low level cloud at 
Gwenvor. Since there was no sunshine & no 
obvious thermal activity, he’s wondering why 
there was so much cloud suck. Was it due to the 
moister and less dense air? Anyone?



Phippsy’s photo is Wyn who had this to say:  
 
“What a weird day. Back of the field was showing 
east to nnw. The ridge produced lovely lift. Bullet 
thermals exceeded 4+ m/s. Max average was 1.8. 
And was so far out to see. Wind in the air was 
probably ENE.”

Meanwhile, Ollie was doing a BPRA SIV in Mona-
co, putting his Iota through the mill.

XC Workshop - Sea Thermals
There was a good showing at the XC workshop 
on the 22nd of March at St Rumons.

Mark Smith was also caught out by rotor caused 
by a fin-like headland while ridge soaring near 
Gwennap Head. After soaring nicely for a while 
shown below, he thought he’d push along the 
ridge, but found a lot of sink as shown.

Instead of pushing on to better lift further along 
he decided to turn back and land well back from 
the cliffs on flat moorland, but low level rotor 
reached its claws back a long way (in red). 

A simple flight plan for this unchartered section 
of coastline would have avoided this problem - 
to have enough height (e.g. 350 ft ATO) to glide 
to the next into-wind section.) It’s very easy to 
get disoriented if you don’t plan in advance.

Wyn and Gary had a top flight at Carbis in sea 
thermals on the 25th.  That dot in the top-left of 



A lot was said on the day and Graham could write 
a technical manual 1 inch thick, points including 
the following:

-Sea thermals are Cornwall’s main XC attraction 
with all the major record flights being flown from  
starting sea thermals in the past (e.g. St Agnes 
to Lizard Point (40 km), High Cliff to Torbay (84 
km), Chapelporth to Truro, Perranporth to Carbis 
(29 km). 

-Sea thermals are best in the cold half of the year 
(November through April), when the sea is warm 
relative to the air temperature. When there is 
still good sunshine ‘cross-over’ flights from sea 
to land thermals give the best chance of bigger 
distances.

-Sea thermals are an excellent introduction to 
thermalling (and XC), since they are typically-
less punchy and hard-edged than land thermals. 
They tend to be soft-edged with slower climbs 
(e.g. 1 up). And they are safer than thermals at 
Carn Brea! Phippsy and other good XC compe-
tition pilots from Cornwall learned to thermal in 
sea thermals, not inland thermals.

-It’s advised to be patient and efficient with sen-
sitivity, when sea thermalling, or you may find 
you can’t utilize the available lift - particularly as 
you go ‘over the back’ where the lift may drop 
down to zeros as the ground below slopes in a 
downwards direction (e.g. behind St Agnes). Pa-
tience before you connect with the next source 
of lift can then be rewarded.

-Pushing out over the sea can be a good tac-
tic if there are consistent sea thermals com-
ing through, since any lift out there is certainly 
sea-thermic (not ridge lift) and circling back with 
the thermal can put you high above the ridge 
by the time you reach it - in a better position 
to make the decision to cut away from the ridge 
and fly XC.

-’Speed to fly’ theory can be useful while sea 
thermalling. This basically says that if you are 
sinking and not maintaining your height (either 
pushing out into wind to find the thermals or 
ridge soaring along sinky or into-wind stretches, 
to maximize your glide you should not be fly-
ing at min-sink (some brake) but at trim, or with 
some bar.  

One of Phippsy’s epic XCs - 84 km in April. 

Speed to fly glide ratios at optimal speeds - not how the glide can 
degrade rapidly with more headwind and sink - time to use bar while 
hunting for sea thermals! For anyone interested in speed to fly theory in 
practical usage - check out this Speed to Fly Basics article this month in 

FlyBubble.

April’s XC Workshop will cover thermalling 
techniques to help you core the lift and get 
away! We’ll also be taking a closer look at Carn 
Brea - not an easy site in some conditions. See 
you there!

-Wyn made the point that thermals often draw 
you to them, and that if you can do 2 full turns in 
lift chances are you’re in a good one. Tim made 
the point that it’s often when you least care 
about gong XC that you often get results.

Good turnout at the XC Workshop

http://flybubble.com/blog/speed-to-fly-basics/
http://flybubble.com/blog/speed-to-fly-basics/


2017 Repack
The Repack has already been covered by Dredg-
ie but here are some photos from the day with 
re-packing powerhouse Greg Emms.

Nil Wind Launch Techniques 
with a Parameter 

-Paul Williams

If you read this carefully it will seem easy to 
launch

Here’s a copy of a handout I used to give the 
students when I was teaching PPG. Could help: A 
10 point zero / low wind speed launch technique 
checklist

CFI Paraventure Airsports

During a lot of conversions with a lot of differ-
ent paramotor pilots, it quickly became obvious 
that the launching phase was the one part that 
many had trouble with and still do. I think a lot of 
this has to do with paraglider pilots using para-
gliding launch techniques. Paragliding and para-
motoring really are very different sports done in 
very different ways.

What I’ve written below is a ten-point list of 
do’s and don’ts when it comes to getting a foot 
launched microlight off the ground in light to 
zero wind conditions. This is also the system that 
we use in our paramotoring school and certain-
ly seems to work well. Note; if there is even the 
slightest amount of wind, it is imperative that the 
glider is laid out as close to the wind line as pos-
sible. It is easier to get off in a true zero wind 
than a constantly switching light breeze.

1. Lay out the wing flat and clear ALL lines and 
tangles; you will not get another chance to do 
this. Pay special attention to the brake lines, cas-
cades and wing tips.

2. Keep a tent peg in your harness pocket and 
push this through the attachment loops of your 
risers into the ground. Angling the peg will pre-
vent it from being pulled out. Use this peg as an 
anchor to lay the wing out; pull the wing against 
the peg starting from the centre cells. This will 
ensure all lines are tensioned equally and infla-
tion is near perfect. Don’t worry about the risers 
being pegged together at this stage; when the 
motor is attached, the risers will be further apart 
and will let the centre of the wing inflate frac-
tionally earlier than the tips which is exactly what 
you want. If you haven’t got a peg, the motor 



itself can be used as an anchor.

3. Put on the motor unit and start up. Walk over 
to the wing and attach yourself to the karabiners 
without pulling on the lines. Walking back a me-
tre first will help here. Hold the risers at 10 to 2 
position with the lines tensioned equally in each 
hand and walk forward to take up the slack. Mov-
ing from side to side will alter the forward posi-
tion of your hands. Find the centre of the wing 
this way; your hands should be equal as should 
the riser pressure. Launching with the risers al-
ready tight does work for a lot of pilots; others 
like to step back a metre first and go from there.

4. Hold the quick links in your hands with the 
lines poking out of the top of your closed fists. 
This will help to stop the risers slipping out of 
your hands and the lines can be inserted neatly 
up the side of the throttle thus avoiding snags.

5. Now you’re ready to go. With the engine 
ticking over and your best foot forward, apply 
about 50% power, wait a second or two for the 
unit to settle and start moving forward. From this 
point on, it’s all about using some of the thrust 
to help with the launch, like a giant hand gen-
tly pushing you forward. To get the wing above 
your head you can lean into the pull as with a 
normal paragliding launch as long as you use 
no more than 50% power. It is very important 
that no extra power is applied until the wing is 
above your head and moving forward. Applying 
excess power at this phase will create a strong 
torque reaction that will pull down hard on one 
riser and push the other side up ensuring that 
the pilot gets spun around, dumped on their butt 
and break a propeller. Or you get forced into the 
ground and face planted instead!

6. Keep the same amount of power applied and 
keep forward pressure on the risers at all times. 
This is a balancing act; too much power may pull 
the risers out of your hands. Prevent this hap-
pening as the launch sequence will be ruined. 
Repeating on point 5, it is vital that no extra 
power is applied at this point.

7. As the wing arrives over head, the pressure in 
the risers drops almost to zero. This is the tran-
sition phase between the inflation and when the 
wing arrives overhead and begins to fly. Be aware 
of this and expect it. You must keep moving 

forward! This is the point at which paraglider pi-
lots slow down to look up to see what’s gone 
wrong. The tension will return to the risers within 
a few metres. Keep hold of the risers and keep 
moving forward. Hesitation here is what you are 
trying to avoid; you must commit fully to the 
launch.

8. You are not running off a mountain that could 
finish you if you happen to get it wrong. You are 
on a flat field. The worst that can happen is the 
wing inflates unevenly and veers off to one side. 
Even this can be corrected within reason by step-
ping back under the wing. Do not use just the 
brakes for this, it will ruin the launch; using as lit-
tle brake input as possible seems to work best. It 
is now time to straighten your back, let the mo-
tor do the work, get the thrust line down and do 
the Cossack Dance.

9. DO NOT check the wing during the inflation 
and transition phase; it will cause you to hesitate 
and you can’t see it anyway. Also never, ever look 
over your shoulder or turn to look at the wing. If 
you want to check it, do this once you are on your 
final take off run but only ever look STRAIGHT 
UP. All phases of the paramotor launch are done 
looking ahead and moving in a straight line. You 
CANNOT turn to look at the wing at any time 
with the propeller spinning; this is how you get 
your lines caught in your propeller and/or end 
up on your back.

10. Smoothly apply full power and run with long 
strides. Only at the point of lift off release the ris-
ers and feel with the brakes for the lift off point. 
Once off the ground, gently release the brakes 
to attain good airspeed and climb out. The rest 
is up to you!

Main points to recap are:
a) Layout glider correctly
b) Use the same amount of power throughout 
the inflation stage and keep moving
c) Stay on the risers longer than for a hill launch
d) Never, ever look behind or over your shoulder
e) Lean back and let the motor do the work.

Note from Wyn who found this tutorial:

My Conclusion of a Nil wind Take Off - This ar-
ticle is amazing and very accurate, Its worked a 
treat for me.



March 2017 Photo Winner
Mark Ashton Smith - looking to Lands End

Contact Fergi (07867 690971)



Minutes for the meeting of the KHPA to be held at St Rumon’s on Thursday 9  th   March 2017
at 20.00 hrs

Welcome

Dave Bunt, Graham May, Kaz Phipps, Graham Phipps, Alan Knight, Frank Hodges, Gary Tippett, 
Mark Ashton-Smith, Chris Holmes, Steve Dredge, Wynn Davies, Tony Peach, Michel Kerhoas, 
Tim Jones, and Adie Chirgwin, Brandon Ballard, Chris Hancock, M Tiddy, S Quintrell

Apologies
Fergie, Andy Rogers, Graham Koller.

Minutes of the last meeting
 Proposed by Dave Bunt
 Seconded by Adie Chirgwin

Treasures Report
Paypal account £336.48
Current account £277.03
Savings account £7000.00

Membership numbers 
55

Photo competition
Several entries for March competition
One photo chosen 
Entry number 5 (Mark A Smith) unanimous vote for calendar inclusion.

Matters arising

Photography competition
Vote carried, free calendar for each winning entry.  

Timings of meetings
Vote carried to change starting time of monthly meetings to 19.30, members may choose to arrive 
for 19.00 to mix and mingle.

National Trust payment (St Agnes/ Chapel Porth sites)
Club votes and agrees to pay £100.00 site fee



Coaching
A meeting took place on Wednesday 15/2/17 at 7.00pm, in The Plume of Feathers at Mitchell, 
and included present and prospective coaches and anybody interested in attending a coaching 
course. It was agreed that there was a need for a coaching system, in line with the BHPA guidelines,
and to that goal a potential course could be arranged for November 2017.
This might take place in Portreath, or possibly Fraddon, Daisy will liase with Steve Dredge, 
further updates to follow.
All members are welcome, whether you are interested in becoming a coach, or good process for 
personal development.

Parachute repack. Steve Dredge arranged for 11/3/17, £15 (inc pasty) alternate site arranged at 
Fraddon Village Hall, 9.30/ 9.45 for 10 am start. Pasties sponsored by Crantock Bakery, many 
thanks to them and to Steve Dredge for blagging them.

. 

Regular reports 
Competitions: Frostbite comp may still occur up to the end of March and weekend weather will be 
reviewed regularly.
Update on website.

Club Flying:  Morvah, Chapel and Perranporth, Fergie has been paramotoring at Godrevy.

Pilot Exams: Nothing to report.

Training: Has been quiet due to very wet conditions, however Jake and Miles have done hill 
conversions at Perran, on a glorious Friday.
Miles has completed his CPC, and Jake had 5 soaring flights with good top landings, they both look
like naturals, Congratulations…they will go on to strap motors to their backs…noisy things.

Incidents: Mark Ashton-Smith wanted to highlight his experiences whilst coastal soaring, where he
experienced considerable rotor on landing, a less experienced pilot might have come to grief. The 
wind strength had increased during his flight and rotor on landing was very evident.
He emphasized the need to continually reassess wind conditions during flight.

Similar advice from Phippsy whilst flying at Chapel.
Be aware.

Any other business  :

Dave Campbell’s musical competition
As seen in Skywings and 24 bulletins, a subscription to Cross Country magazine to the winner.
Thanks to Dave
No pressure on Mark

XC workshop
“Sea thermal flying”
An additional evening has been suggested for those interested in attending.
Phippsy will liase with St Rumon’s, likely to be a Wednesday evening.
Update on website, so “keep your eyes peeled”.



Competition flying
Phippsy giving South Devon club a talk on 30.3.17, on competition flying, why to enter, and the 
benefits to your personal flying development.
Anybody is welcome.
Contact Graham Phipps if you are interested.

New pilots to the area
Chris Holmes has been contacted by a new pilot (? Name) to the area, associated with RAF, who is 
interested in buying kit and some local coaching.
He has been pointed in the direction of Steve Dredge and Phil.

Trophies
Come and get your trophies Ollie, Tim is tired of cleaning them…

Monthly matters. (still a dubious title)
Tim on clarification of The Kernow XC flying rules and scoring 
Thanks to Tim for a great effort…I’m lost..

 The meeting closed at 2140hrs


